AGM
=/\=/\=/\= BEGIN MISSION =/\=/\=/\=

Lt.Jg Othis
::in sickbay::

Ltjg Ber
::at science station #1::

Ens Heinlein
::::::in Stellar Cartography reading instruments ::

Lt. Landt
::organizing shelves in new sickbay::

Lt. McDowell
::sits in Engineering, readying final modification plans for the Runabout::

Cmdr. Mitchell
::sitting at the FCO console inspecting all instruments::

Ens. Morrell
::in Engineering::

Lt. McDowell
::steadily types at the main console off to the left of the core::

Ens Heinlein
::Makes adjustment to a long range scanner ::

Lt.Jg Othis
Lt Landt: I have finished catologing those spore specimens.

Lt. Murphy
::staring blankly at the viewscreen::

Ens. Morrell
::pulls up plans on a mini tracking device::

Ltjg Ber
*Ens Heinlein* : do you have a chart on the ceti system yet???

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Captain, we're approx. 10 min. out from Ceti Celestes.

Lt.Jg Othis
::hands Doctor Landt The Report::

Cmdr. Dresden
::sitting in operations chair preparing for engineering energy usage reports::

Ens Heinlein
{#} Bei : Yes sending up to you now

Lt. Landt
::reads the report::  Lt.Othis:  Good job.  Please look after the patients while I go over this.

Lt.Jg Othis
aye

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Captain, we're approx. 10 min. out from Ceti Celestes.

Ens. Morrell
McDowell:  Chief, I'm going to head down to the Danube and start installing the tracking device.

Ens Heinlein
:::sends stellar chartsd to Science station with relavant data::

Lt. McDowell
Morrell: Jim, will you caliberate a plasmatic inducer to 23.75374 Ghz please?

Capt. Lewis
Mitchell:  thank you ...

Lt. Landt
::reads the report::

Ens. Morrell
McDowell:  Aye Chief.

Lt. McDowell
Morrell: Hold on, I'm coming with ya anyway. ::retrieves his "toolbelt"::

Ltjg Ber
::lets see how well these plasma conduits are reinforced::

Lt.Jg Othis
::walks to the waiting room:: Patient: hello ensign having a problem with your arm again . . . . 

Ens. Morrell
::replicated a plasmatic inducer and calibrates it::

Cmdr. Mitchell
::watches over thruster control readouts::

Lt.Jg Othis
::treats patients as they come in::

Capt. Lewis
O'Shea: maintain yellow alert and contact eng...

Ltjg Ber
computer: run a level one diagnostic on plasma relays behind the science station

Lt. Landt
::is content with her new assignment and is happy with the new medical officer::

Lt. O'Shea (TAC)
CO:  Aye, sir.

Lt. McDowell
*CO* Captain, we have finalized our modification plans. Estimated time of completion is within the next 1/2 hour.

Cmdr. Mitchell
::notices port thrusters seem to be out of sync.::

Ltjg Ber
<computer>:working

Capt. Lewis
{#}Doc:  there may be injured from the takeover...prepare your teams

Ens Heinlein
::aligns new prototype long range scanner ::

Capt. Lewis
{#}McDowell: very good keep me posted please

Lt. Landt
::finishes looking over the report and downloads it into the computer database::

Lt. Landt
{#}Cpt. Lewis:  Aye sir.

Capt. Lewis
Ber: anything on sensors?

Ltjg Ber
Cap: long range scans clear

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#}Engineering: Lt. McDowell, would you check over the thrusters, especially port side, they appear out of synchronosation.

Capt. Lewis
Mitchell:  prepare to slow to warp 7

Lt. McDowell
C'mon Jim. Leintz, you're in charge down here. ::exits Engineering, belt sagging with PADDs and tools::

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Aye, slowing to warp 7.

Cmdr. Dresden
::does some minor power reroutes and alocations::

Ltjg Ber
<computer> : plasma relays working within normal paramaters

Lt. Landt
Lt. Othis:  Lt.  please help me get together the med teams for the incoming.

Lt. McDowell
::sigh:: *Mitchell* I'll have Leintz look over it Scott.

Ens Heinlein
{#} Ber : Stellar Cartography appears to be aligned

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO:  Two minutes to orbital insertion, Captain.

Ens. Morrell
::follows his Chief wondering why he was called Jim, not James::

Ltjg Ber
::ok,now:: 

Capt. Lewis
Mitchell: thank you

Cmdr. Mitchell
McDowell:

Lt.Jg Othis
::making small talk while preparing:: Doc Landt: how did you get this assignment

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#}McDowell:  Acknowledged

Lt. McDowell
::enters TL, holds the door for the ensign::

Ltjg Ber
{#} heinlein, wait, whats this??

Ens. Morrell
::enters after the Chief::

Capt. Lewis
Mitchell: prepare for orbital entry

Lt. McDowell
TL: Shuttlebay

Ltjg Ber
Cap: scensors are detecting a vessel

Capt. Lewis
Murphy: have security teams been readied?

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Orbital entry, Aye.

Capt. Lewis
Ber: identify please

Lt. Murphy
Lewis: Aye sir

Ltjg Ber
::pinpoint::

Ens Heinlein
{#} Ber : Stellar Cartography and its associated instrument pages are aligned to within Normal parameters

Cmdr. Mitchell
::prepares to enter into standard orbit::

Ltjg Ber
Cap: Its configuration is that of a renegade attack vessel

Lt. Landt
::gets med kits ready::  My previous ship was decommissioned.  She had served us well though.  Our crew was scattered to all sorts of assignments.  I do miss her.  But I am sure this ship will prove to be as amazing.

Lt. Murphy
::sends a sqaud of security officers to TR One::

Lt. McDowell
::exits the TL:: Morrell: So, I take it this is your first assignment?

Capt. Lewis
O'Shea; red alert

AGM
<FYI:  Ceti Celestes is a Class M planet surrounded by an immense asteroid field.>

Cmdr. Mitchell
::prepares for emergency manuevers, just in case::

Ltjg Ber
{#} Heinlein: report to SS2, please

Ens Heinlein
{#} Ber : Aye

Ens. Morrell
McDowell:  Yes Chief, but I was here when we got in a fight with a Borg.

Lt. Murphy
::looks around for O

AGM
<O'Shea>  Aye sir... {red alert}

Ens Heinlein
::moves to TL and enters :: Bridge

Capt. Lewis
Mitchell: prepare evasives...watch for those asteroids

Lt. McDowell
::enters the bay, noticing the lights grow red::

Ens. Morrell
::still follows Chief McDowell::

Lt.Jg Othis
::fills hypos:: Landt: this is my first assignment, i have been here for about a month. i came here almost 2 weeks after my joining ceromony

Ltjg Ber
Computer: analyze ship weaponry and defenses

Lt. Landt
::finishes up the 1st set of med kits and hands them off to an ensign::

Ens Heinlein
::exits TL and goes to Sci Sta # 2

Capt. Lewis
O'Shea: see if you can make contact with the planet

Ltjg Ber
Cap: its' slowing to 1/2 impulse

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Course plotted and laid in, Skipper.

Cmdr. Dresden
::helps to coordinate the security teams and the med teams at TR rooms::

Capt. Lewis
Ber: status on that ship...

Lt.Jg Othis
::tests tricorders::

Lt. McDowell
::walks over to the runabout, and pulls off a nearby hull panel on its port nacelle pylon::

Cmdr. Dresden
Co: opening up standard hailing frequencies Captain.

Lt. Murphy
::exits bridge and heads to TR One::

Lt. Landt
::sees red alert::  Lt. Othis:  We'd better do the red alert thing.  ::gets sickbay ready for incoming wounded::

Ltjg Ber
Cap: sensors detect vessel has light phasor capabilities, no photon emitters or torpedoes

Lt. McDowell
Morrell:: Interesting. Never noticed you here. Anyway, a belated welcome aboard.

Cmdr. Dresden
Co: the vessel is hailing us Captain.

Lt.Jg Othis
::Stands ready a door for incoming::

Ens. Morrell
McDowell:  Thanks.

AGM
<Vessel> COM: We are to escort you to the central mine where you will commence negotiations.

Capt. Lewis
Dresden: open channel

Ens. Morrell
::open the door to the shuttle::

Cmdr. Dresden
Co: Channel open. Sir.

Lt. McDowell
::pulls out a dualistic cryospanner, and places it into the mess of pipes::

Capt. Lewis
{#} personnel are prepared to beam over for negotiations...are there any wounded?

Ens Heinlein
Bei : anything we need to find out fast ?

Lt. Murphy
::exits turbolift and enters TR One::

Ltjg Ber
Cap: our shields will easily defend against its offensive weapons

Cmdr. Dresden
CO: They are here to escort us to the central mine to commence negotiations, sir.

AGM
<Vessel>COM:  A medical team would be wise.  ::the COM is cut::

Capt. Lewis
::looks about::

Lt. McDowell
Morrell: James, if you could start hooking that tracer into the main ODN junction inside the middle console, that'd be a great help.

Ens. Morrell
::enters shuttlecraft and looks around::

Capt. Lewis
{#Landt: prepare a med team

Lt. Murphy
::looks over security team n TR One::

Lt. Landt
{#}Cpt.:  Aye sir.

Ens. Morrell
McDowell:  Sir, I recommend we place more than one tracking device...

Cmdr. Mitchell
::monitors SIF and IDS panel readouts::

Ens Heinlein
::brings up and alighns Database of Science station #2 ::

Ens. Morrell
::goes over to middle console::

Ltjg Ber
Computer: initialize this station for tracking

Lt. Landt
Lt. Othis:  You're with me.  Grab a med kit and let's get going.  ::grabs herself a med kit::

Lt. McDowell
Morrell: Fine, but only one more. Any more than two and the link between them and the Geneva will be detectable.

Cmdr. Dresden
CO: May I also suggest a couple of security officers to meld in with the MED. Team, Sir.

Ens. Morrell
McDowell:  Aye.

Capt. Lewis
Mitchell: prepare to follow the ship

Ens. Morrell
::installs tracer 1 into a conduit in the middle console::

Ltjg Ber
Heinlein: keep the scanners on the weaponry of that ship

Doctor Othis
  Ensigns: call us if there are any emergencys

Ens Heinlein
Bei : Aye Sir

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO:  Aye ::Is sure the Captain is reading his mind::

Lt. Murphy
::paces around the TR watching all of the flashing displays::

Doctor Othis
::grabs a medkit::

Ens. Morrell
::finishes installing and exits the runabout::

Cmdr. Dresden
CO: They can blend in with the other medical technitions and they can possibly gather some information as well as offer some protection.

Cmdr. Mitchell
::lays in course to mine, following the vessel::

Ltjg Ber
::getting signal::

Ens Heinlein
:::tracts armament of strange ship and associated power couplings::

Ens. Morrell
McDowell:  Chief, do you think a tracer could stay attached on the outside of the Runabout?

Lt. Landt
::checks med kit and puts an extra hypo in just in case::

Lt. McDowell
Morrell: Possibly. If we were to, it'd have to be low-powered and positioned close to either the core or the warp engines, in order to stay concealed.

Ltjg Ber
::activates short and long range scans , adds tachion tracers::

Doctor Othis
{#}Captain: med team ready

Lt. McDowell
::finalizes some connections in the one pylon, and closes the hatch::

Capt. Lewis
#Othis: thank you

Ens Heinlein
::tries to determine output power of weaponry from available data::

Lt. Murphy
::watches Othis standing in the corner with other security personnel::

Ens. Morrell
McDowell:  I'll put the other one near the core.

Ltjg Ber
Cap: the asteroids are blockig our effectiveness of the sensors, i'm rerouting power and adding some more freqs.

Ens. Morrell
::goes over to the core::

Lt. McDowell
::hands the toolset to James:: Thank you.

Capt. Lewis
Dresdan: once we reach orbit prepare an away team to go to the planet

Cmdr. Dresden
Captain: have you given some consideration to my suggestion of adding some security into the med team as techs?

Lt. McDowell
::enters the runabout, and powers up the main computer::

Ltjg Ber
Cap: We are losing the trace !!!!

Capt. Lewis
{#}eng: is the Dresdan complete?

Ens. Morrell
::finishes installing the second tracer::

Ltjg Ber
:: what the hell::

Lt. McDowell
*CO* Standby sir. We're finishing up here.

Capt. Lewis
Dresdan: make it so..

Cmdr. Dresden
Captain: Aye captain.  

Lt. Landt
Othis:  Well, I guess we'll just bide our time until we're called for.

Ens. Morrell
McDowell: Both tracers are installed Chief.

Ltjg Ber
Heinlein: see if you can reroute some power to the sensors use the deflector dish if you have to

Lt. McDowell
Morrell: Good. ::keys a few commands, and sets up the trifractal encrypter for the tracer uplink::

Ens Heinlein
Ber : Aye Sir

Capt. Lewis
Murphy: you will be with the away team

Lt. Landt
::looks after a few patients, keeping her med kit close at hand for a quick run out the door::

Ens Heinlein
::::locates some extraneous enrgy wastage in holosuites and reroutes power ::

Ltjg Ber
Cap: the renegages are at a full stop, yet they're fading in and out from our sensors!?

Ens. Morrell
McDowell:  How about putting a "fake" tracer for them to find?  Then they would think that they have found all the tracers..

Cmdr. Dresden
{#} Lt. Murphy, Ens. Heinlien, Lt.jg Othis, prepare for away team mission.  

Capt. Lewis
Ber: check the sensors


Lt. McDowell
::sits back in the chair::

Ltjg Ber
checking, sir

Ens Heinlein
{#} Dresden : Aye

Lt. Murphy
{#} Dresden: Aye sir.

Capt. Lewis
Dresdan: have all preparations been made for the negotiations team?

Doctor Othis
::makes small talk while mixing some antiviruses in a centrafuge:: Landt: you're from earth right?

Ens Heinlein
::::goes to turbolift after looking for leave from Ber::

Lt. Murphy
::stretches in the TR room::

Lt. McDowell
Morrell: Ummm...sounds good enough.

Capt. Lewis
OK....{#}Sec and Med...meet me TR

Ltjg Ber
::lets see, multipahasic freqs, on line::

Cmdr. Dresden
CO: Not as yet, Sir, who would you like to be the lead negotiator?  The XO?

Doctor Othis
Landt: show time

Capt. Lewis
Dresdan: I will be leading the negotiations..

Doctor Othis
::grabs a medkit and heads for the TR::

Lt. Landt
Othis:  yes.  Although I didn't catch where you were...  Oh...lets go.  ::walks briskly to TR with Lt. Othis.

Ens Heinlein
:::enters TR ::

Ens. Morrell
McDowell:  Aye.  ::now where would be a good place to put it::

Capt. Lewis
Mitchell: you have the bridge

Lt. Landt
::enters TR with med kit in hand::

Cmdr. Dresden
Captian:  SIR?  YOU will be leading the Away team?

Capt. Lewis
::heads for TL::

Lt. McDowell
*Ber* Nim, I'm uploading the encrypter that we're using for the tracer uplink. If you could create a subtriponder routine in the sensors, using that encrypter, it would be a great help.

Cmdr. Mitchell
CO: Aye.

Capt. Lewis
Dresdan: yes..the XO is busy with other important factors

Doctor Othis
::enters TR behind Doctor Landt::

Capt. Lewis
::enters TL::

Capt. Lewis
TR3{deck}

Ltjg Ber
*Mcdowell* receiving the encryption now

Ens. Morrell
McDowell:  How about under the chair?

Lt. McDowell
*Ber* Thank you.

Lt. McDowell
Morrell: Too easy to find.

Capt. Lewis
::arrives in TR::

Capt. Lewis
::looks to see where the rest of the group is::

Ltjg Ber
::lets see, panel 8 key 28576, ok that ought to do it::

Ens Heinlein
::Checks AT gear::

Ens. Morrell
McDowell:  Could we hide it in the replicator circuitry::

Cmdr. Dresden
CO:  Sir, I wish to point out that standard protocal places the Captains position on the bridge to be Paramount <pun>.  

Lt. McDowell
Morrell: Good enough. ::throws back to him a theta infuser::

Capt. Lewis
Dresdan: i am well aware of standard protacal Cmdr.   But these circumstances warrant my presence.  Your objections are noted

Lt. Murphy
::standing on the far side of the TR room inspecting the wall::

Ltjg Ber
::encryption sequence delta, tracer ...........locked, good::

Capt. Lewis
Murphy: is your team ready?

Capt. Lewis
::looks for doc::

Lt. McDowell
::returns to the computer panel, and places a few more routines into the "diagnostic systems"::

Lt. Murphy
Lewis: My team is ready sir.

(DR.)Lt. Landt
::in TR room with Lt. Othis and others::

Ens. Morrell
::catches the Theta Infuser and goes over to the replicator::

Ltjg Ber
*Mcdowell*: we're all set here

Ens Heinlein
:::checks Padd entries closer than they warrant ::

Capt. Lewis
very good Murphyu

Lt. Murphy
::looks at 4 other security officers in the room::

Ens. Morrell
::installs "fake" tracer::

Cmdr. Dresden
Co:  Aye sir....I will include a standard securtiy team along with you for your protection.

Capt. Lewis
Tech: let's get this show on the road...

Lt. McDowell
*Ber* Check for an uplink... ::hits a routine into processing:: now please...

Ens. Morrell
McDowell:  Do we want this "fake" tracer to send out a signal?

Capt. Lewis
dresdan: noted

Lt. McDowell
Morrell: That'd be nice. How about frequency 91032.6955?

Ens. Morrell
McDowell:  Works for me.

Capt. Lewis
all: ok lets go ..we don't know what we are to encounter once we get there so be prepared.....

Ltjg Ber
*Mcdowell::Waiting, waiting...........:: Ok got it

Lt. Murphy
::checks phaser::

Lt. McDowell
*Ber* Good. That'll be all.

Capt. Lewis
Tech: prepare to beam us over

Ens. Morrell
::modifies tracer to send out signal on freq 91032.6955::

Capt. Lewis
Doc: you have what you need?

Capt. Lewis
{Beamout}

Ens Heinlein
::checks gear while getting onto Transporter pad ::

(DR.)Lt. Landt
Capt.:  Yes, sir.  We're all set.

Lt. Murphy
::steps on the transporter pad::

Cmdr. Dresden
{#}Ens. Heinlien, Lt.jg. Othis and Lt. Murphy report to TR2 for away team mission.  

Doctor Othis
::on the transporter::

Ens. Morrell
McDowell:  Done Chief.  Should you notify the bridge?

Cmdr. Dresden
Co: your Away team is prepared.

Ens Heinlein
::gets off Transporter Pad and exits ::

Lt. McDowell
Morrell: I'm about to.

Capt. Lewis
::nods:: very well....let's go

Ens. Morrell
McDowell: Ok.  Anything else Chief?

Capt. Lewis
Tech: beam us out

Ens Heinlein
{#} Dresden : Aye sir

Capt. Lewis
{Beamout}

Ltjg Ber
::lets see 91032.6955, encrypt and scatter::

Ens Heinlein
::enters TR #2::

Cmdr. Dresden
Sec: prepare a standard team for the Captains protection on an away mission in TR2.

Lt. McDowell
*Mitchell* Sir, the runabout is prepared as requested. Also, we have included two tracers with which Lt. Ber has uplinked to.

Lt. McDowell
Morrell: That'll be all.

Cmdr. Dresden
<Sec> Aye, Cmdr.  Security team will be there when the Captian arrives.

Cmdr. Mitchell
*McDowell* Acknowledged

Ens. Morrell
McDowell:  Very well sir.  I will go back and take over Engineering until you get there.

Capt. Lewis
::arrives near the negotion site::

Doctor Othis
{transporter}

Capt. Lewis
::looks around::

Capt. Lewis
::waits for the rest of the team::

Ltjg Ber
::second tracer, redundant, let em find it , but not to easily

(DR.)Lt. Landt
::arrives at site::

Doctor Othis
::beams down::

Ens. Morrell
::exits Runabout and exits the bay::

Capt. Lewis
@::is met by a renegade::

Lt. McDowell
Morrell: OK. I'll be checking the repairs of EPS taps 32-97. I'll be back in Engineering in about 10 minutes.

Ens. Morrell
::enters TL::

Lt. Murphy
@::pulls out phaser on renegade::

Ltjg Ber
::secures renegades plasma signature, saves to file::

Ens. Morrell
::Engineering::

Doctor Othis
<made it in one piece>

Capt. Lewis
@::looks at murphy: put it away Lt.

Lt. Murphy
@::holsters the weapon::

Ens Heinlein
:::Verifies operation of Tricorder ::

Ens. Morrell
::exits TL and enter Main Engineering::

Capt. Lewis
@::renegade begins to escort team to negotiations::

(DR.)Lt. Landt
@::walks with team::

Cmdr. Dresden
Cmdr. Mitchell:  The away team is on the surface.

Lt. Murphy
@::walks with the renegade:

Doctor Othis
@ ::Follows the team::

(DR.)Lt. Landt
@Capt.:  Sir, where are the wounded?

Capt. Lewis
@Doc: I don't know yet.....let's just be ready eh?

Ens. Morrell
Engineering: I have command of Engineering.  Anything happen while we were gone?

AGM
<Renegade>  ::leads them through some twisting corridors::

(DR.)Lt. Landt
@Cpt.:  Yes

Capt. Lewis
::watches carefully::

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#} Dresden: Acknowledged

Capt. Lewis
@::looks about ::

Capt. Lewis
@::w: dresdan: see if you can estimate their numbers

Lt. McDowell
::exits the bay, placing the runabout on standby::

Ltjg Ber
:: damn sensors, kicks bottom panel::

AGM
<Renegade> ::seems to be buying some time::

(DR.)Lt. Landt
@::looks around city as they walk to the negotiations with the renegade::

Capt. Lewis
@::doesn't like the feel of this::

Ens. Morrell
::goes into Chief's Office and shuts the door with a lock::

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO: Aye sir...stand by.

Lt. McDowell
::takes an "inspection walk" around the deck, checking the repairs::

Lt. Murphy
@Renegade: How much further?

Capt. Lewis
@Renegade: where are the wounded?

Ltjg Ber
*Mcdowell*: can you give me a bit more power, my sensors are fading

Ens. Morrell
{#} McDowell:  Chief, should we get a security team to guard the Runabout from "prying eyes"?

AGM
@<Renegade>  ::finally leads the AT into a large room made totally of solid granite::

Capt. Lewis
@::Looks around room:: ::looks at Security team::

Lt. McDowell
*Ber* Standby. ::slides hand up a part of the bare wall, and feels for a junction node::

Doctor Othis::looks around:: ::thinks:: Wow is that granite?

AGM
@<Teff>  ::walks forward to the away team::

Capt. Lewis
@Renegade: again i ask--where are the wounded?

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO: Captain, I estimate 12 persons already in the room.

Lt. Murphy
@::looks at room:: Nice..homey atmosphere.

AGM
@<Teff>  ::looks at Lewis::  The injured are part of the negotiations Captain.  ::he smiles::

Ltjg Ber
::AT links start to fade::

Capt. Lewis
@Dresdan: ::w:: can you estimate any others?

Lt. McDowell
*Morrell* If you wish.

Ltjg Ber
::uh oh::

(DR.)Lt. Landt
::wonders when they will be able to see the wounded::

Lt. McDowell
::feels around:: Where the heck is that thing?!?!

Capt. Lewis
@::looks at the renegade with distaste:: ::raises an eyebrow::

AGM
<FYI:  Teff is a human male.  5'6, 150lbs, brown hair, scruffy appearance>

Ens. Morrell
{#}McDowell:  Very well Chief.  I will request a security team.

Ltjg Ber
::what is this?::

Lt. McDowell
Ah...there. ::taps in a reroute code, sending more juice up Ber's alley::

Capt. Lewis
@::looks at Othis and Landt::

Ens. Morrell
{#}Bridge: Ensign Morrell to Bridge.  Can you send a Security Team to guard the Runabout until we need it?

AGM
@ <Teff>  You didn't think I'd just give you the injured miners did you?

Lt. McDowell
*Ber* There ya go Nim.

Cmdr. Dresden
@CO: Captain, scanning for wounded right now.  I have been unable to locate them.  There is a Trion field 40 meters from your position that is masking our scanners.  They may be located there.

Capt. Lewis
@Teff: no i expect not...shall we get this show on the road?

Lt. Murphy
@::glares at Teff::

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#} Morrel:  We'll assemble a team and send them ASAP.

AGM
@ <Teff>  ::looks at Dresden::  Don't bother scanning for anything.  If anything goes wrong here I'm willing to blow this whole mine to kingdom come.

Ltjg Ber
*McDowell*: I'm reading an anomilous reading in JT 23b, not starfleet code, could you send some one to check it out!?:

Doctor Othis
@{#}Dresden: can the transporters penatrate that field?

Ens. Morrell
{#}Mitchell:  Thank you Commander.

Capt. Lewis
@::glares at Teff::

Ens Heinlein
@::Scanning field ::

Lt. McDowell
*Ber* Be right there.

Lt. McDowell
::walks around to the nearest hatch::

Ltjg Ber
*McDowell*: be careful

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#}Security: Send a team to SB#1 to secure the runabout.

Capt. Lewis
@Teff: SO, who is in charge of these negotiations?

AGM
@<Teff>  I'm willing to give you the injured miners when I see my Runabout down on the surface.

Cmdr. Dresden
@Co: No, I assume that is why they chose a trion field.  While transports could send persons in, we are unable to get a lock once inside the field and transport out would be impossible.

Capt. Lewis
@Teff: the runabout is being prepared....i will not allow it to be brought to the planet until we have seen and attended to the wounded

AGM
@ <Teff>  ::looks around leisurely as if he doesn't need to be concerned about time::

Capt. Lewis
@::looks at Teff::

Doctor Othis
@{#} Dresden: but you could send a medical team in, right

Lt. McDowell
::enters the hatch, and starts climbing the ladder::

AGM
@<Teff>  Captain... if I don't see that Runabout, those miners will die.

(DR.)Lt. Landt
@::feels like punching Teff::

Cmdr. Mitchell
<Sec> ::Team arrives at the runabout in SB#1

Lt. Murphy
@::looks at the surroundings::

Capt. Lewis
@Teff: how do we know they are not already dead or close to it?

Ens Heinlein
@ Captain : he is less sure of himslf than he lets on he is afraid of something or someone

AGM
@<Teff>  ::smiles::  They are close to death.  ::shrugs::  They can be saved.

Lt. McDowell
::enters the tube in question::

Ens. Morrell
{#}McDowell:  Do you need any help with anything Chief?

Cmdr. Dresden
@{#}Othis: Doctor, I would not think of such a risky move.  We have no idea what is there.  For all we know, the Trion field could be masking a hunk of ROCK and you would materialize into granite.

Capt. Lewis
@{#}Mitchell..Lewis here; prepare the shuttle for departure to the planet

Lt. McDowell
::goes down a little bit, and then pulls off a bulkhead::

AGM
@ <Teff>  ::smiles::

Capt. Lewis
@::looks at Teff:: the shuttle is on it's way....in all fairness.....lead us to the injured please

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#} CO: Aye, the shuttle is "prepared", Skipper.

Lt. McDowell
*Morrell* Not right now, though possibly... ::speech stops as he looks at the device::

Ltjg Ber
::these scanners should not be doing this::

Lt. McDowell
What in the name of the Borg homeworld is this!?!?!?

Doctor Othis
@{#} Dresden: we may have to take that risk, as a last resort of course

AGM
@ <Teff>  ::nods::  Of course Captain.  Only you and your medical officers may follow... you understand.

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#}SB#1: Prepare the runabout for departure to the mine.

Ltjg Ber
computer: run a level one diagnostic on scaners 1g to 7b

Capt. Lewis
@Teff:: understood ::motions the med team::

Ens. Morrell
::hears the exclamation over the still open commlink::  {#}McDowell: What was that sir?

Ens Heinlein
@::attempting to recalibrate Tricoder to get even partial penetration ::

Lt. Murphy
@::looks around for a seat to wait::

AGM
@ <Teff>  ::begins heading through a corridor::

Cmdr. Dresden
@{#}Othis:  I think the last resort is a ways away right now, doctor.  

Lt. McDowell
*Mitchell* Sir I recommend a Level 3 Ship Infiltration Alert, General Level 2.

Capt. Lewis
@{#}Mithcell send the shuttle.....

Capt. Lewis
@::follows Teff::

Doctor Othis
@{#} Dresden: aye sir, Othis out

Cmdr. Mitchell
*McDowell:  Make it so!

Lt. Murphy
@::picks up some pebbles and tosses them along the ground::

(DR.)Lt. Landt
@::follows Teff with the captain and Othis::

Cmdr. Dresden
@{#}Othis: It would be jsut as easy for you to walk the 40 meters and look for yourself.

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#} CO: Consider the Shuttle "on the way."

AGM
@<Teff>  ::leads them to another cavern where several dozen miners lay on the ground...pale and sweating::

Cmdr. Dresden
@{#} CO: The shuttle is on it's way.

Lt. McDowell
::taps comm badge:: Computer, General Alert #42 baker. Security Authorization McDowell Alpha Sierra 276

Ens Heinlein
@:: Captian : Captain I am getting a little here on the tricorder.. not much but it is something it seems he has some electronics in there

Capt. Lewis
@::heinlein: explain

Ltjg Ber
<computer> CSO: reading a feedback loop in scaner section 3g

(DR.)Lt. Landt
@::hurries over to miners and starts working with Othis::

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#}SB#1: Send the runabout in........

Capt. Lewis
@Landt: prognosis?

Lt. McDowell
<Computer> Acknowledged. ::audio alert commences::

AGM
@<Teff>  ::overhears Heinlein's discovery....  looks disturbed::

Doctor Othis
::treats patients a fast as he can::

(DR.)Lt. Landt
@::gives a miner a hypo::

Lt. Murphy
@::goes near a pile of rocks and begins making small piles out of them::

Ens. Morrell
{alert}

Ens Heinlein
@Captain : Captain The frequencies I have had to use allow me to see only some electronics so far

Capt. Lewis
@Heinlein: work on it.....::looks around nervously::

Lt. McDowell
::rolls over to a maintenance tube, and pulls out a field tricorder::

Ens. Morrell
{#}McDowell:  What did you find Chief?

(DR.)Lt. Landt
@::works on as many patients as possible in the little amount of time that they have::

Cmdr. Mitchell
<SB Tech>Mitchell: The runabout has cleared the bay, Cmdr.

Capt. Lewis
@Tess: who is in charge here?

Ens Heinlein
@::Attempts to bridge around the interference ::

Doctor Othis
@::Scans miners with a tricorder::Landt: no fatalitys, yet. we need to get them to sickbay 

Ltjg Ber
Mr Mitchell: We have a problem here

Lt. McDowell
*Morrell* I don't know. All I know is that this thing is screwing the sensors, and it isn't supposed to be there.

Lt. Murphy
@::smells some of the rocks::

(DR.)Lt. Landt
::fixes a broken arm on one of the miners::

AGM
@<Teff>  Lewis:  I am... of course...  ::feels uncertain::

Capt. Lewis
@::Looks at Murphy::

Cmdr. Dresden
@{#}CO: Captain, I am unable to monitor you with the sensors in the Trion field...may I suggest an open comm while inside.

Ens. Morrell
{#}McDowell:  Need some assistance sir?  I would be happy to help...

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#} Ber: Go ahead, fill me in on the situation.

Lt. Murphy
@::smells like sulfer::

(DR.)Lt. Landt
@Captain:  Permission to beam the miners to sickbay?

Lt. McDowell
::connectes an ODN probe between the tricorder and the computer network that is affected::

Capt. Lewis
@::squints at him:: then what is the deal?

Ens Heinlein
@{#} Ber : I am sending you some data can you suggest any new avenues of approach ?

Ltjg Ber
CO: We have a device blocking or feedbvacking out scanners!!

Lt. Murphy
@::looks around at the rest of the area wondering if more sulfur is around::

Capt. Lewis
@Landt: as far as I know the field is preventing us from beaming anyone out at the moment

(DR.)Lt. Landt
::stabalizes most of the miners in the vicinity and goes on to the others::

Capt. Lewis
::looks to Tess::  we need to move these injured to our sick bay

Lt. McDowell
*Morrell* Nope. Just take calls as we get them, cuz sensors/scanners/everything are about to go haywire.

Ltjg Ber
*Heinlein*: send downlink

Cmdr. Dresden
@{#}CO: Please inform the Doctor that all medical casualties will have to be removed from the field for beam out.

Ens. Morrell
{#}McDowell:  Aye Chief.  Permission to call in the rest of the Engineering crew.

AGM
@ <Teff>  Lewis:  ::thinks about it::  I suppose it would be okay...

Lt. Murphy
::squints at the far side of a wall at a yellowish stripe::

Ens Heinlein
@{#} Ber : Sending 

Ens. Morrell
Engineering: Prepare for an onslaught of failures.  I want them fixed as soon as possible.

AGM
@ <Teff>  Just remember... I still have an explosive device ready to detonate.

Lt. Murphy
@::observes the small vein of suphur::

Capt. Lewis
@Landt: did you get that?

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#}Ber: Report?

AGM
=/\=/\=/\= PAUSE MISSION =/\=/\=/\=
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